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Summer Walk

EXTENSIONS TO BILLINUDGEL
NATURE RESERV E

Blilinudgel Nature Reserve is located along the

Take a pleasant stroll in the

BILLINUDGEL NATURE RESERVE

coast between South Golden Beach and
Wooyung. It has been created in stages over
the last three years as the NSW government
has purchased various sections of what were
once the extensive Bond Corp holdings in this
area. The majority of the reserve is in Byron
Shire, but recent additions are in Tweed.
The creation of the reserve contributes greatly
to the conservation planning of the north coast.
It is particularly useful because it protects a
significant part of one of the relatively large
unfragmented natural areas immediate to the
coast. However. given the extremely high
pressure for urban development close to the
coast, more needs to be done to secure a
conservation future for the crown and freehold
lands in this natural area which remain
unprotected.
The section of the reserve in the Tweed is very
impressive, with a diverse range of habitats
and a number of threatened species of flora
and fauna. Vegetation communities include
littoral rainforest and a large area of Cypress
Pine forest. The large areas of seasonally
inundated grasslands/sedgelands are home to
the threatened Grass Owl. Important aboriginal
cultural sites are also located in the recently
acquired areas .
The National Parks and Wildlife Service is
currently preparing a plan of management for
the reserve.

10 am Daylight Saving Time
Sunday November 30
Meet at comer of Jones and Wooyung Roads
1 km west of the caravan park
between the camel farm and the old
schoolhouse
Bring water. hat and lunch if you wish
First section of walk will last till lunch time
Further exploration after lunch if there is sufficient
interest
For further information or a final check in
case of wet weather contact

Rhonda James on (02) 66761284
Henry James on (02) 66760012
Organised by the

CALDERA ENVIRONMENT CENTRE

NATIONAL HERITAGE TRUST
Funding for 1998/99
The Tweed Catchment Committee is calling for
expressions of interest from interested parties
who intend to apply for Natural Heritaga Trust
(NHT) and NSW State Program funding for

1998
The Caldera Environment Centre has
organised a walk through the reserve (see box
this page) . It will be an opportunity to
appreciate this beautiful area , discuss its
management and discuss the need for
additions to the reserve andl or management of
adjacent areas.
See you there.
Henry James

The NHT provides the opportunity for your
group or organisation to receive funding and
assistance to undertake projects aimed at
improving natural resource management in the
Tweed .
Any project which enhances natural resource
management and practices (including
agricultural, industrial and urban) and
demonstrates a community benefit is eligible.
Contact Gary Varga on 66725488

IICamphor Lau.rel Control Workshop/I
The workshop on Camphor Laure/,
sponsored by the far North Coast County
Council, and held in Murwillumbah on the 3cf'

It has not been proven that these weeds,
including Camphor Laurel , will prevail over
indigenous forest in the long term (over 400

October , was the third held on the North

Coast. It was welf attended and wefl
organised. The main speaker against
camphor was Bruce Hungerford,

years). But in the short term , much open land
including open woodland , is being covered

Murwillumbah Department of Land and

with Camphor Laurel; spontaneously and
voluntarily.
Weeds play an ECOLOGICAL role :
• erosion control
• increase biomass : note in the
subtropics, more nutrients are
retained in plant tissues than in
soil
• improve soil fertility
Camphor Laurel in particular is:
• hardy, vigorous volunteer
• soil erosion and stream bank
erosion control
• food for native birds like pigeons
and currawongs
• nurse plants for indigenous,
succeeding rainforest

Water, with a vadety of speakers taking a
more tolerant attitude towards the weed.
Upon a show of hands for those wanting

classification as a noxious weed, the result
was about 30% for and 60% against,
Geoff Dawe. Robin Harrison and Paul
Hopkins will be putting a further proposition to
the F.N. C. C C for classification of camphor
as an Environmental Weed along with Privet,
Cats Claw Creeper and Madeira Vine.

Presentation to the workshop by Paul
Hopkins on behalf of the Caldera
Environment Centre
The Mt Warning erosion caldera has evolved
largely as a result of a very high rainfall which
can fall in heavy storm events. The rainfall
often causes floods and erosion , and is a
result of sub tropical latitude, maritime
proximity and elevation .

Why Control?
Camphor Laurel seed is prolific and spread
by birds to open ground, open woodland and
under fence lines.

Methods of Control :

The high rainfall and warm climate has given
rise to a vigorous sub tropical vine forest with
a dense or closed canopy. There is a strong
natural tendency for this forest type to
replenish itself as holes in the fabric and
canopy occur. Since European colonisation,
the regrowth is increasingly exotic (nonindigenous).

•
•

•

One hundred years ago wholesale clearing
required by the NSW government and the
money lending banks, (even on precipitously
steep land), led to accelerated soil erosion
and the spontaneous growth of a plethora of
weeds. Weeds are a natural response to
open ground and light, and are the
harbingers of the forest . The first step of seral
succession .

•

2

Control should be voluntary not
compulsory
If we consider Camphor Laurel as
a resource , control should
naturally follow from harvesting for
wood, oil, mulch etc.
There needs to be a strong
emphasis on replacement with
native species. Replacement
should be gradual and camphor
trees pOisoned only after
replacements (including
volunteers) are well established .
Wholesale clearing of hillsides or
streambanks should not be
allowed or encouraged.

•

•

•

Wholesale clearing will only
encourage more weeds especially
more camphor. Wholesale
clearing creates a potent
combination of disturbed soil,
remaining roots, seedlings and
seeds, and more light. The
outcome is more camphor not
less.
Classification as a noxious weed
will encourage removal without
replacement . and bulldozing .
Bulldozing will eradicate native
seedlings, encourage even more
vigorous growth, and cause soil
erosion.
Camphor Laurel. like all weeds . is
a phenomenon . which goes
beyond land ownership
boundaries. Individual
landowners, innocent of land
clearing or seed dispersal should
not be prosecuted for
spontaneous tree growth.

the rapid stimulated regrowth of more
camphors. and attendant soil erosion .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
User pays approach
Landowners who wish to control weeds
should be encouraged but not compelled to
do so. Each landowner should be free to
choose their own strategy of land
management provided it is ecologically
sustainable. Example. a grazier should not be
subsidised for the removal of camphor under
fence lines.

8.

Volunteers
Making u ~e of providence. The Caldera
Environment Centre functions ent irely upon
vol unteer efTort. We apprec iate the many
envi ronmental benefits of weeds and camphor
l aure l.

There needs to be a strong publicity
campaign , including the carrot of
various incentives. where the
emphasis is on REPLACEMENT
rather than eradication or control.
The campaign could be based on the
idea of ENVIRONMENTAL weeds.
Madeira vine would be another
candidate .
If camphor was viewed as an
economic and environmental
RESOURCE , control could be
encouraged through use.
Classification as a noxious weed
could remove the possibility of funding
for camphor control (although not for
replacement) .
Classification will place an unfair
burden on certain landholders with a
high camphor growth problem .7.
Large trees. including those on public
land deserve priority targeting for
replacement. Due regard , and
allowances. for camphor on steep
land and along stream banks will have
to be realised
Due regard , and allowances . for
camphors or steep land and along
stream banks will have to be realised .

What would the world be once

bo_

Of wet and wilderness? L~t them
tie left,
o let them be left, wilderness and
wet,
Long live the weeds and the
wilderness yet
Gerald Marley Hopkins (1844-1889)

Conclusion
1.
We believe the majority of landholders
in the Caldera do not want a
declaration, which will result in
mandatory removal or poisoning of
camphors. Effective- comrol implies
poison use. poison use should not be
compulsorily required
Classification will probably lead to
wholesale removal by bulldozer and

The community has an
important role to play In
decision making.
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NPWS Public Access Policy
In one of the biggest shifts of environmental goa/ posts since coming to power, the Carr
Government has abandoned the primary purpose of National Parks - nature conservation. After
launching its new found direction on the Alan Jones breakfast show, the government released a
Draft Access Strategy document (aimed primarily at satisfying those who want more vehicular
access) and announced the setting up of regional forums (a/l but one in rural NSW).
The final outcome of the policy will be based on the outcomes of those forums (e.g. more vehicle
access) and submissions (letters) from the public. These findings will also tie in with the soon· to be released NPWS Strategic Tourism Project repot1, as vehicular access is the key to effectively
managing tourist numbers.
From tf/ere the future management of National Parks will be dictated by the declared "rights" of user
groups such as commercial tour operators, 4WD drivers and horseriders. The preservation of fauna
and flora in the last few intact areas of NSW hardly gets a mention.
But the problem does not stop there - the access rights groups are already complaining that the
Strategy document is not good enough. In other words once they have been granted some access
they will unremittingly lobby for more. And if the government wishes to continue its adaptive stance,
it will find itself giving up, bit by bit, conservation policies that protect the last substantial remnants
of the natural environment.
Policy changes proposed by the Draft Access Strategy are,
• An emphasis on demand-driven access for all high impact user groups and commercial
exploitation
• Downplaying long standing nature conservation policies that have governed park management
• Provision of 4WD vehicle access to core park areas that were previously protected.
(Environment NSW Spring 1997)

Submission prepared by Paul Hopkins for
the Caldera Environment Centre.

Nature Reserves is one very positive and
beneficial way of relieving the stress put upon
the more critical environments, whilst also
increasing protection for wildlife and
increasing benefits for tourists and local
residents.

H

"ECOTOURISM is a buzz word which has an
internal contradiction , similar to the paradox
of the phrase ~ sustainable developmene. The
inherent , intrinsic, danger of the concept
implicit in the phrase Mecologically sustainable
access ~, is that the delicate balance between
human enjoyment and wildlife habitat ,
between spiritual and physical recreational
qualities, will become upset and the
environment become degraded. Delicate,
intricate ecosystems and subtle spiritual
values can be easily damaged or destroyed
by too much human visitation , or human
visitors armed with unsympathetic
paraphernalia like radios, trail bikes and 4WD
vehicles .

Our major concerns are:
ADEQUACY OF RESERVES
The North Coast is rapidly urbanising, and
permanent human populations are increasing
exponentially. Tourism is also growing rapidly.
The more popular parks are showing some of
the strains of over visitation , notably soil
erosion. Increased accessibility would tip the
balance too far towards degradation. If
greater numbers of human visitors are to be
adequately catered for, more Parks and
reserves are needed. Procurement in the
future will become more difficult as land
becomes developed. Coastal reserves and
habitats are particularly needed and at risk .

We believe the current status quo is
satisfactory at the local level. Some major
magnets or icons like Mount Waming
probably already suffer from over visitation .
The acquisition of new National Parks and
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W;thin the.MiWaming erosion caldera,

attributes which many visitors seek in
Reserves, Parks and W ilderness Areas.

Cudgen Nature Reserve should be enlarged
and Mt Nullum should be added to the Mt
Warning National Parle

COMMERCIAL RECREATION
The CEC does not favour major commercial
exploitation within the reserve system .
Camping grounds and facilities are more
equitable and more in keeping with the
conservation values of the NPWS.
Commercial accommodation and recreation
should be located outside pa rk boundaries .

West of the caldera, recent and plan ned
additions to Parks from former and current
State Forests will be of great benefit for the
sustainability of certain ecosystems and also
for tourists.
ACCESS TO PARKS & RESERVES
The present access to local Parks and
Reserves is quite adequate and even
generous. Increased access would be
detrimental to landscapes, habitats and
wildlife. If more tourism is to be encouraged

BUFFER ZONES
To ameliorate the schism between protected
and unprotected land and ecosystems,
consideration should be given to the creation
of intermediate buffer zones. Access to buffer
zones would be far less restricted than
access to protected land. Intermediate buffer
zones could satisfy many of the requirements
sought by visitors to parks proper, without
infringing upon wildlife and habitat. A
sympathetic labour force for the NPWS could
be recruited from residents of neighbouring
buffer zones. These residents could provide
facilities and services for visitors and tourists
who may wish to hike into protected NPWS
administered land . Small tourism enlerpnses
located outside protected areas would have
far less impact on wildlife and habitat than
resorts situated within reserves, but could
provide service and environments of high
quality and satisfaction.

and 5uslainably catered for, then Parks and
Reserves m ust be increased in size and
variety. New habitats could be created by

regeneration of degraded land. Future
tourism opportunities should come from
regeneration rather than the exploitation of
areas currently administered by NPWS.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVING
Whilst some remote Parks (especially those
that have been transferred from State
Forests) may be able to accommodate 4WD
driving without suffering environmental or
ecological damage, the CEe sees no reason
w hy the NPWS should incur costs, or why
habitat should sustain damage, in order to
cater for a privileged , costly, and essentially
non ecologically sustainable activity. Certainly
there are no local Parks where four wheel
driving is needed or justified.

CONCLUSION
In our opinion , local reserves, parks and
wildemess areas have adequate public
access. In most cases , foot traffic does not
cause significant damage provided that paths
have a hard surface, which is erosion proof.
Foot access provides an in built protection for
most environments. Where there is a
justifiable need for greater public access, new
land acquisitions should be sought to avoid
over exploitation .

Beach access on local coastal reserves
should not be allowed; induding Cudgen
Nature Reserve.
Vehicles impact heavily upon the
environment, noise, pollution , visual intrusion,
road kilts of wildlife, capacity 10 carry in
containers and rubbish whilst carrying out
plants , rocks and wildlife.
If increased access and increased visitation
is to be contemplated , decreased impact and
only strictly ecologically sustainable activities
should be condoned.
Four wheel driving is not compatible with the
need for peace, quiet and subtle spiritual
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NOW IS THE TIME. .... . .
Environment centres are a relatively recent addition to the world-wide struggle to preserve what is
left of our life support systems. They have filled an equivalent space in the conservation movement
to local councils in the legislation system; they are the grassroots organisation in direct touch with
the community. They are the body that reaUy does think globally and act locally.
The operation of each centre is a product of its local community attitudes and the energy of the
active members. There are many types of centres.
OUR Caldera Environment Centre has operated effectively as a watchdog on local issues and
thanks to the dedication , knowledge and energy of the executive group and the support of the
general membership has 5 success rate , especially in legal battles, far in excess of most
comparable environmental organisations, Thanks to our volunteers we also have an attractive and
friendly shop that advertises our presence in the community and serves as a contact point for th,e
public.
As with most groups operating on a voluntary basis the level of energy starts off high and tends to
fall over time , it relies on the infusion of new energy and Ideas to renew itself and to expand. In my
opinion it is now time for a bit of renewal at the Caldera .
We need more members, we need to have more members active in the work of the centre, we
need more people at our meetings , we need to develop a better data base at the shop and set it
up as an integrated network of centres now established in Northern New South Wales. We also
need to develop a group within the membership who are willing to respond to the numerous
requests we receive for attendance at rallies, meetings and fundraising activities throughout the
region .
As a first step in addressing the latter concern we are establishing a phone tree. Members who
would be willing to help as part of this simple communication network are asked to fill in the form
below or contact me on 66771057 , Vivien Royston 66791100 or Trish Mann on 66797023.
If we can get this tree operating effectively it will be a big step in improving our response to issues
and will greatly improve the flow of information within the community.
PLEASE HELP

Return to: Tom Tabart Lot 14 Hunter Street Burringbar 2483 or drop off at the shop
Name·....

Address .
Phone/FAX/email: .....

I would
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Ves
Ves

be willing 10 help In the follOWing way/s (Please Indicate With Circles)
No
As part of a phone tree as an information recipient only
No
As pan of a phone tree willing to (fng up to 5, 10 or more other members (Mark No)
No
To attend meetings on behalf of the GEG
No
To attend rallies on behalf of the GEG
No
Taking an organisational rOle In the GMG e.g. run the phone tree
No
Actmg as the project manager for environmental topics e.g. forests
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NSW Water Reform
Securing our water future
Economic and social consequences . This
gives no credit to the capacity for users to
arrive at creative and intelligent solutions for
the more efficient delivery and use of water
on farms. We also are yet to see rigorous
peer review of some of the economic
modeling on which these claims were made.

The NSW Government has spent the last
year developing a process for the reform of
the use of fresh water in NSW. The result is a
complex package of water reforms that will
attempt to address the serious degradation of
our coastal and inland rivers.
The Government briefed stakeholders before
the announcement of the reforms on August
19. A vigorous debate ensued, particularly
centred around the possibility of the provision
of up to 10% of water for environmental nows.

It has been said by some scientists that
provision of 20% of the water, or even more,
is an amount which would adequately
safeguard ecological processes. While 10%
has delivered excellent ecological outcomes
in two rivers, it is a bare minimum .

Water Sharing
Part of the Water Reform Package deals with
water sharing arrangements and the
provision of environmental flows. These
arrangements will vary from vaney to valley,
and are essential as regional climate ,
hydrology and structures such as weirs and
dams need to be taken into account .
However, it is also critical that a statewide
framework is developed to maintain rigorous
standards .
In some valleys such as the Gwydir and the
Macquarie , the Gove rnment has already
introduced water sharing rules and these
have produced remarkable ecological results.
As a direct result , significant wetlands at the
ends of these rivers produced large bird
breeding events. In the Gwydir, this was as a
result of initial flooding from a natural rainfall
event being supported by a small volume of
water from the Copeton dam. These events
have now occurred in both summers since
the sharing rules were implemented . Local
communities, including irrigators. are now
largely supportive of these rules, after initial
vigorous opposition , because they can
seethe environmental results.

Claims were made that the scientific
knowledge base was not substantial enough
to make any decisions. This curious reverse
precautionary principle argument lacked
credibility given that it is very clear that many
of the rivers of NSW are, to a greater or
lesser extent, in very poor shape. Declining
fish populations, increased carp numbers and
increased algal blooms are just some of the
symptoms of very stressed rivers . Extractions
of water for consumptive use have markedly
increased. and there are estimated to be
3000 weirs and other structures in NSW
rivers which impede .fish passage and trap
pollutants.
.
It was also claimed that removing water from
consumptive users would have dire

However, in the rest of NSW, as a result of
lobbying by consumptive users and irrigator
interest, the actual water sharing rules will not
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(NSW Water Reform conld)
Other significant documents indude the
Water Access and Use Rights Discussion
Paper. Several issues arise in this, which are
of grave concern, not least of all the
possibility for permanent intra and interstate
transfers. Other concerns are the possibility
for the upgrading of access to off·aUocation
water.

be implemented in the remaining valleys until
March 1998. This procrastinating is very
disappointing and may result in no decisions
being made at aIL

There is still a long way to go. Few of these
documents come with dear implementation
pathways, and opposition is already audible .
If the N8W Government caves into greedy
and ignorant minority irrigator pressure, they
will not only break a key election promise b.ut
we will all lose an historic opportunity to make
a significant difference.

Implementation
Community based committees, comprising
agriculture, industry and Government
representatives will be set up in each valley.

It is the right of all Australians to have healthy
and biologically diverse rivers. It is also the
right of rural Australians to have healthy and
diverse local economies. To achieve this,
tough environmental decisions must be
made, and the water reforms must be
implemented .
Extract from Environment NSW Spring 1997
Gath Webb , Water Policy Go--ordinator NeG.

These committees will be required 10 reach a
consensus decision by March 1996, or water
sharing rules will be implemented by
Government anyway. It is also unclear
whether the Government will maintain its
intestinal fortitude in the face of w hat will
undoubtedly be a vigorous campaign to
overturn the entire process by March.
These committees are being set up along
side the plethora of processes, which already
exist. There appears to have been no attempt
to rationalise processes. Community groups
and the various government agencies are
already having difficulty resourcing these.

THE NSW WATER
REFORM PACKAGE
A package explaining the NSW water reform
is available from the Department of Land and
Water Conservation in Murwillumbah or
phone 66725488.

There is no doubt that the Water Reform
package contains a range of long overdue
measures and the Government should be
congratulated for some of these. Laudable
efforts include the NSW Weirs Review and
the Groundwater policy framework. It is
imperative that weirs are assesses in terms
of their capacity to exacerbate environmental
damage, but one of the options to minimise
damage is to remove them . In some
instances this may also be entirely cost
effective . Unfortunately this option is not
discussed. The NSW State Groundwater
Policy Framework document is also critical in
terms of addressing the requirements of this
sadly neglected and overstretched resource.

The package includes:
Fact sheets on Water Pricing # Weir Review
#Water Resource Management Policies
#8tate of the Rivers & Estuaries Reporting
#Changing Water BusinesS#Country Town
Water 8erviceS#Land & Water Management
PlanS#Groundwater Management#Water
Quality ObjectiveS#River Flow Objectives
#Stressed RiverS# Solving the Carp
Problem#Heatthy River Commission#Water
MarketS#Water Reform·Existing Industry
Assistance MeasureS#Role of Community
Based Committees.
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Anthony urged to challenge
Govt's stand on emissions

Get 5500 off
your new solar hot

THE member for Richmond , Larry Anthony.
and his National Party colleagues have been
called on to challenge the Federal
Government's opposition to targeted
reductions in Greenhouse gas emissions .

water system

Water heating can account for up to 50% of
your home's energy use . A home solar hot
water system can save between one and two
tonnes of greenhouse gas each year but only
4% of homes in NSW have one .

The call for the Nationals to "stand up for
farming interests" and ensure the
Government reverses its stance came from
the North East Forest Alliance (NEFA).

Now could be jusllhe lime to buy ! The first
2000 customers to purchase an approved
solar or heat pump system for their home
before 31 December 1997 will be able to
claim a $500 rebate on the purchase price. A
system for an a verage household c an cost
between $1800 to $ 2500 , so t his is a
substantial saving .

Spokesman John Corkhill said the call
followed wide spread rejection of Prime
Minister John Howard 's position and co mes
as the Govern ment announce s its
"alternative" plan for the Kyoto Clim ate
C hange Convention later this year .

Further information from Chris Dunstan at the
Sustainable Energy Development Authority
(SEDA) on 02 9291 5260 for details of
approved systems and a rebate claim form.

"The Liberals and the big end of town claim
it's too expensive to reduce emissions , but it
will be rural farming and tourism businesses
and regional populations who will pay dearty if
Australia fails to achieve major reduction""

Local NSW and Gold Coast solar suppliers
can also provide fu rther information , and
some will give an immediate rebate if
information relating to installation is available
on purchase.

He said profound impacts of global climate
change as described by internationally
recognised scientists evidence had not been
understood or accepted by many key policy
makers, who only believed it "might happen
in the distant future".
~ Farmjng communities and companies alike
will face greater risks and losses from
increasingly erratic and extreme weatber.
potentially leading to collapsed industries and
closed rural businesses," he said.

Alternative Noxious Weed
Control Guide
An Alternative Noxious Weed Control Guide
(A.N . W~ P.) for NSW has just been released
by a member of the 8yrrill Creek Landcare
Group. The alternative strategy, which was
born out of dissatisfaction of enforced plant
removal from land slip areas in steep country ,
suggests that weeds would be better
controlled by the weed proofing of lands
through ecologically sustainable activity,
rather than by attempting to suppress weed
seed banks.
I

Extract Bush Telegraph Daily News

The 21 page Alternative Noxious Weeds
Control Program can be obtained by sending
$8.50 to the Caldera Environment Centre.
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North East Motorway Update

Proposed Tugun Bypass
The route options for the Tugun bypass were
released by the Queensland Minister for
Transport last week . The Southern Gold
Coast Tweed Corridor Study canvasses three
possible routes.

The Yelgun to Chinderah section of the north
coast Pacific Highway ·upgrade" is the most
sensitive section of the entire route. The
route follows the current reservation to
Wooyung Road then veers east to Sleepy
Hollow then north to Stott's Island, then to the
Chinderah 8y· pass. The road traverses the
most environmentally fragile and diverse part
of the state. Preliminary flora and fauna
surveys identify endangered species in all
sectors of the corridor. The general route
selection has remained the same with some
variations within the reservation at Jones
Road , Taggett's Hill, Cudgera, Round
Mountain and Stotts Island.

Options A is simply an upgrade of the existing
route and Option B would see the road
bypass Tugun before joining the existing
highway at Bilinga , with Option C the long
planned road corridor to the west of the
airport .
Options A and B would result in an early
completion date due to the fact that all
construction would be in Queensland and
would not require assistance from a reluctant
NSW Government.

A Value Management Workshop was held
recently to review the variations and no
conclusive recommendation eventuated. In
all cases there was insufficient data to enable
a firm decision. Aerial photographs were not
available to identify the extent and type of
vegetation in the area of the variations .

Option C, as far as residents are concerned,
is likely to be the most favoured route,
however environmental , Aboriginal heritage
and NSW Government problems could be an
impediment to an early start of work.

Environmental representatives present,
concerned by the massive impact that the
motolWay will have on flora and fauna in
Tweed Shire proposed that "compensatory
habitaf be acquired by the RTA. A
submission has been forwarded to the RTA
identifying areas on the coast that are
required to complement the coastal reserve
system .

Residents on either side of the border who
want to have an input into the study can

phone 1800244279.
Extract Daily News 14th November 1997
Option C passes through the sensitive
Cobaki Broadwater and would cause
significant habitat damage and
fragmentation (see the previous edition of
TREE).

Concerns have also been raised as to the
quality and extent of the flora and fauna
studies undertaken to date. The studies will
undergo a peer review by a reliable local
fauna and flora consultant.

The options for the upgrade of the
Highway through Tugun

The political element is locked into the
concept of the freeway, and the perceived
need for faster roads to reduce travelling
time. There are minimal social and
environmental considerations.

,

"

I
Currently on exhibition for public comment .
NSW National Parks and Witdlife Service
Draft: Nature Tourism and Recreation
Strategy for protected areas of NSW.
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YOUR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT CENTRE
General Meeting
Tuesday gtn December
th
Tuesday 13 January
Upstairs at the Courthouse Hotel
Main Street Murwillumbah
S.30pm
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
BE THERE

TREE is published on a bi·monthly basis and preparation is undertaken during the last week of the
month . The next edition will be closing in late December and available in ear1y January 1998.
Letters to the Editor and editorials are welcomed . Current local issues are of particular interest, as
TREE attempts to provide up to date information on Tweed and north coast environmental issues

and events.

~

Advertisements are encouraged for a small fee and may be lOdged at the shop .
Editing and layout is undertaken by Rhonda James, front cover by Barbara Suttee.
The editor and committee of the Caldera Environment Centre do not necessarily agree with the
opinions and comments expressed in TREE.
...
MEMBERS The article ~ Now is the Time" (p6) identifies the need for more members to become
involved in the Caldera Environment Centre. The income raised from the operation of the shop ,
membership fees and fund raising only just cover the costs involved to maintain our presence in
Murwillumbah . Compared to many other environment centres the shop is poorly resourced , lacking
in communication (FAX or email) and resouree information for the public. A small group of shop
volunteers are addressing this situation and hope to be able to provide a better service to the
public in the near future .
It is surprising how a small contribution from numerous members can assist. An example is the
contribution of cakes and savories for catering at the dances. An average of $300-400 is raised at
each event, totally around $1500 income per year. This income is vital to contribute to the running
costs of the shop.
If you can assist in any manner, please fill in the form on page six and return to Tom .

I
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YOUR MEMBERSHIP IS DUE IN

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT CENTRE - Act Locally
CALDERA ENVIRONMENT CENTRE PO Box 5090 Sth Murwillumb
2484 Phone 66
Become a member of the CALDERA ENVIRONMENT CENTRE
,receive, 'ur bi m' ~~~~~r:ODV nf "TRFF" ~...........-

I:

A,
.Phone .. ..... ......... . ............ ... ......... .. . ..
MEMBERSHIP Single Regular
Single Concession

$20
$12

Family Regular
Family Concession

II

$25
$15

~
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